
This is an example of our skills in re-fitting 

offices, if you would like to know what else 

we can do please call Huttons 01276 472400

Background

A family owned company, BISSELL have been a leader 

in the homecare business for over five generations.  

Formed in 1876, BISSELL are synonymous with the 

development of quality cleaning tools. Delivering 

carpet sweepers, cleaners and formulas designed to 

keep living environments up to the highest standards.

The Challenge

In 2010 BISSELL planned to move from their UK offices 

in Old Windsor to a new and larger facility in Slough.  

As part of this move the company put a strong emphasis 

on the design and fitting of their new office interior.

BISSELL had set some challenging 

timescales for the 

project as they needed 

to be in the new building 

before Christmas 2010 - 

only giving Huttons two 

and a half months to 

deliver.

The Process

Alistair Roberts (M.D. Europe) led the UK end of the 

project and embarked on seeking tender responses 

from three UK companies. The main drivers for 

awarding the contract were price, recommendation 

and a deep understanding of aims and objectives of 

the design project.

The new premises actually meant that BISSELL could 

double their office footprint. Fortunately BISSELL were 

given a strong brief from their Headquarters in Grand 

Rapids, Michigan, USA, following corporate guidelines. 

BISSELL have a distinctive corporate look and the 

project design was driven from the team in the USA.

Huttons response met their budgetary outline and 
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Huttons sweep 
Bissell Homecare into new HQ
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“Huttons managed their end of the project extremely well.  
After all, they had to deal with me, the USA design team and deliver 

the project.  Huttons kept all parties up to speed on progress 
which worked well to set expectations, especially stateside.”  

Alistair Roberts, MD, Europe, BISSELL

Huttons Background

With over a quarter of a century’s experience in the 

interiors industry, Huttons have the knowledge and 

experience to provide first class results.  

A cornerstone of Huttons’ business ethos is 

concentrated on the relationship with their customer.  

Working tirelessly to maintain the highest levels of 

excellent customer service.

Huttons have unequalled relationships with the 

industry supply chain; putting them in a unique 

position with regards to their expertise and value for 

money.

demonstrated the required understanding of the 

project aims.  They had also been highly recommended 

by the Estate Agent early in the process.

Results

The previous premises lacked an important facility, a 

showroom to demonstrate BISSELLS’ full range to their 

national chain of retail customers. With this in mind 

the showroom space took centre stage in the project 

design for the new offices.  BISSELL thought it might 

prove difficult to entice clients away from their work 

space.  However without exception, BISSELL found 

clients had all taken the time to visit the new facility.

he project exxxxttttrtrtrtrtreemely well.  
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